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Daystar Offers a Leak-Free Solution for Routing Wires Through a
Firewall
Finally, there is a better way to protect and seal off the wires running through a vehicle’s
firewall! Daystar’s new Firewall Boot offers an easy, leak-free solution for running wires
through bulkheads, firewalls, or any other application where you want to keep the
elements out and the wires protected. This versatile product is a must for a variety of
projects, from adding gauges or fog lights to completely re-wiring a vehicle.
Daystar’s Firewall Boot was born from the creative minds of off-roaders looking for a
better solution to protecting and sealing off wires than traditional rubber grommets.
Regular grommets never seem to fit properly, they rarely prevent air and water leaks, and
they break down over time. Daystar’s Firewall Boot was specially designed to work with
an unlimited number of applications and to last the life of the vehicle. Constructed of a
durable material that’s highly resistant to heat and the elements, the Daystar Firewall
Boot matches the look of Original Equipment wiring components and adds a professional,
factory fit and finish to any project.
They key to the Firewall Boot is its unique stepped design. The boot can accommodate
wire bundles from 3/8” to 1” in diameter; the installer simply trims back the boot to fit.
Just as important, however, the stepped design enables a zip tie to be used that tightly
seals the boot around the wires. No more annoying air and water leaks! The design also
offers valuable protection from chaffing and sharp edges. Aside from wires, the Firewall
Boot works great for tubing and air lines, too! It’s a valuable addition for shadetree
mechanics, mobile audio installers, diesel performance tuners, custom wiring, or just
about any project that involves wires or tubing!
The Firewall Boot is easy to install and only requires drilling a 1-1/4” diameter hole. It is
also affordably priced at just $12.95 (part number KU20040BK). For more information,
visit www.daystarweb.com or call 800-595-7659.
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